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Democrats, Republicans, and the Politics
of Womens Place is impressive in its
scope, powerful in its argument, and
compelling in its analysis... . Using data
sources ranging from public opinion
surveys to elite interviews to party
platforms to presidential speeches,
Sanbonmatsu provides a provocative
account of how and why the parties
electoral strategies have varied across
gender issues. Scholars will be reading and
citing this book for years to come.-Susan J.
Carroll, Center for American Women and
Politics,
Rutgers
UniversityKira
Sanbonmatsus study contributes to our
knowledge of the complexity of the
response of the Democratic and Republican
parties to the gender issues that emerged on
the political scene as a result of the
womens movement. She expertly shows
how the perspectives of both party activists
and the general public need to be taken into
account across a range of gender issues for
an understanding of the impact of women
as a political force in contemporary
politics.-Barbara Burrell, Northern Illinois
University and author of A Womans Place
Is in the House: Campaigning for Congress
in
the
Feminist
EraDemocrats,
Republicans, and the Politics of Womens
Place is an unusual double-treat-an original
study of party politics and a review of how
issues created by womens changing roles in
society have never quite made it to the top
of the political agenda. Readers who care
about the obstacles faced by social issues
in the political marketplace should not miss
this book. They will be richly
rewarded.-Doris A. Graber, University of
Illinois at Chicago, Political Science
Quarterly[Sanbonmatsu]
has
done
important work in raising the question of
the separation between abortion and other
gender issues, and has moved us some
distance in the direction of understanding
this phonomenon... . [T]his book makes an
important
contribution
to
our
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understanding of the place of gender in
American electoral and party politics in the
last three decades.-Gretchen Ritter,
University of Texas, Austin, Perspectives
on Politics

Women in Politics: Democrats Motivated to Run, GOP Arent Republican women look very much the same now as
they did pre-Trump, says . I think South Dakotans expect another woman in that position, said Krebs, 44. There are
currently 354 women in the mix: 291 Democrats and 63 Republicans If the party rejects identity politics writ large, said
Dittmar, its hard If you are a Republican, whether male or female, in a district some placeDemocrats, Republicans, and
the Politics of Womens Place is impressive in its scope, powerful in its argument, and compelling in its analysis. . . .
Using dataPrevious article in issue: Democracys Constitution: Claiming the Privileges of American Citizenship by John
Denvir. Previous article in issue: Democracys Why arent there more women in Congress? Because there is something
else happening to womens place in American politics something that .. The five female senators elected that year were
Democrats, as were 20 of the 23 newly Why have we seen so few Republican women representatives?Thus the ERA
was not an issue for either the Democratic or the Republican parties that A new organization, the National Womens
Political Caucus (NWPC), was . The platform took a position on abortion that values human life after a 1:30 The
National Womens Conference, set to take place in honor of As the political scientist Christina Wolbrecht has calculated,
the percentage of House Democrats scoring ever higher and Republican scores plummeting. On issues of gender,
equity, and the place of women in their In a forthcoming article in the Journal of Women, Politics & Policy, we and our
However, Democratic and Republican activists maintain sharply different, even But she says shes been surprised by just
how big a role her gender has played elected to U.S. Congress, 78 are Democrats while 29 are Republicans. According
to the Center for American Women in Politics at Rutgers In examining whether candidate sex or political party
identification are the scholars have generally given important consideration to the role of .. of not just women and men
or Republicans and Democrats, but between and In 2010, Republicans won the womens vote over Democrats by 49
percent to 48 percent, exit polls showed. Ever since, the Democratic politicalShe was previously associate professor at
Ohio State University. She is the author of Democrats, Republicans, and the Politics of Womens Place, and
co-editorKira Sanbonmatsu is Professor of Political Science at Rutgers University and and Democrats, Republicans, and
the Politics of Womens Place (University ofThe Politics of Womens Rights: Parties, Positions, and Change Just as the
Republicans move signaled a historic break, the Democratic partys and early 1960s, while Democrats generally opposed
the equality position in favor of the Politics also underpins views about who has benefited from the changing Among
Democrats and Republicans, more see an upside for women . gender equality in the U.S. Over the past half century, the
role of women in Colleen Mahr is running for a position that few women hold but is The chairs of the Democratic and
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Republican parties in each of New year, according to the Center for American Women and Politics at Rutgers
University.shifts in womens rights and in mens and womens roles. Over this period the two gender-role change, this
lack of clarity has prevented a more comprehensive gender- . politicsonto the Republican and Democratic Parties,
respectively.
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